Temovi Smart Office
Igniting a new age of mobility and productivity
Today’s knowledge workers are highly mobile, leveraging a mix of their own (BYOD) or work-supplied smart.phones and tablets to stay connected everywhere, redefining the meaning of being “in the office.” Businesses
are being driven to adopt new technologies that help employees collaborate effectively from anywhere, from
any device, increasing the speed of business.
Consumer oriented Over-the-Top (OTT) services may be seen as a quick and cheap fix or feature-rich, cloudbased, collaboration services. Unfortunately, they lack the kinds of controls and consistency required to deliver
enterprise-class, organization-wide solutions. They fail to address appropriate management controls, security,
interoperability and consistent services. CIO and IT managers, need simpler, safer, and more cost-effective
means to unify communications.
Temovi’s Smart Office solution is a Unified communications solution that has been designed for a mobile world;
revolutionising the way employees interact in the workplace. It is ready for work on a tablet, a smartphone, even on a
WebRTC enabled browser. Smart Office allows enterprises to consolidate and simplify their employees’ communications
experience; making them more accessible and more productive. Smart Office can be rolled out as a hosted service from
a service provider (UCaaS), deployed inside the enterprise or in a private cloud. Finally, one solution that increases
collaboration and reduces decision making times as it simplifies integration of BYOD devices and mobility.
Smart Office contains multiple, high value services:
•

Clients: Choose clients for the way you work. PC, Mac, iOS and Android
as well as WebRTC-enabled browsers. Just point and click to connect and
collaborate. Manage IM, presence, group chat, voice, video and screen
share from a single place. Use a unified enterprise directory to connect
one or a dozen peers. Work from anywhere, don’t wait to get back to the
office to get more done.

•

Voice and Video Conferencing: Reservation-less conference services
from anywhere. Skip the dedicated room and convoluted set-up, be ready
to address that important discussion that closes deals and resolves
issues. Just point, click and decide.

•

Screen Sharing: Share desktop content to large audiences, even
invite guests in seconds. Escalate a call or video conference into a
fully interactive sharing session. Improve productivity and avoid
unnecessary travel.

•

Call Grabber: A fixed-mobile convergence service. Users
can seamlessly grab a live call and move it from one device
to another and move it back. No need to wait in the office or
a call to end – grab it from a smartphone, or even a plain
mobile, and take it along

•

Intelligent Messaging: Increasing productivity can be
as simple as prioritizing work. Intelligent Messaging
keeps employees connected even if they can’t
collaborate in real time. A feature rich mail service with
visual messaging that can be accessed from a mobile
application, web browser, traditional phone or email.
Unified Messaging also includes speech-to-text
message transcription and auto attendant features.
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IM – Presence – Group Chat – Voice – Video –
Conferencing – Collaboration – Screen Share
Temovi Smart Office provides rich user experiences
from a single client, avoiding the complexity and
expense of purchasing disparate collaboration tools.
Easily start a conversation with a simple IM and finish
with multiparty video conference and screen share.
Smart Office goes well beyond the standard Unified
Communications by providing WebRTC-based
services that eliminate the need to deploy and manage
device specific clients. Smart Office’s RESTful APIs
enable integration with enterprise applications and
third party developers.
Smart Office Collaboration
Smart Office is powered by Temovi’s market-leading
Application Server solution, a full-featured telephony
and multimedia applications server with millions of
active subscribers, servicing mobile, VoIP and IMS
networks worldwide. The Temovi Application Server
provides consumer and business services, SIP
trunking as well as Unified Communications for Mobile,
Fixed, Broadband and Cable Operators as well as
large enterprises.
The Temovi Application Server can be deployed in an
enterprise premises, in a private cloud or as a hosted
service in a service provider network. Regardless of
deployment, the end user experience is the same.
Smart Office for Mobile

For more information contact us through our website at temovi.cloud
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